
AIM: 
The method uses two short quizzes to open up topics such as perceiving and 
respecting one’s own needs and needs of other people in the online space, setting 
one’s boundaries, and, last but not least, the question of authenticity and self-
presentation on social networks. 

QUIZZES “WHO WE ARE ONLINE (WITH)”

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: 
closing activity

TARGET GROUP: 
group size: 5 to 30 participants
age: 15–25 years
gender: not relevant

DURATION:
 ` The recommended duration of the entire activity is 30 minutes.

ACCESSIBILITY:
 ` working with a smart device (unless you opt for a different voting method)

MATERIALS:
 ` projector
 ` screen 
 ` Quiz 2 and Quiz 3 (in appendix)

PROCESS:
Choose the quiz that best suits your learning aims. You can also let the group vote on 
which quiz to take. Whether you opt for the online or offline variant, give the group at 
least 10 minutes to complete the quiz and check the results. Then, discuss the topics 
listed in the methodological material for this activity.

Examples of questions for quiz 1:
 ` What privacy settings do you use on your social networks? Who can see your posts? 

Why do you use this particular setting?
 ` Do you ever delete friends or followers? Do you block anyone? What made you 

delete or block the person? 

Examples of questions for quiz 2:
 ` Positive posts will naturally gain more fans. Do you consider this a reason not to 

post anything negative? 
 ` Political opinions can sometimes provoke critical reactions. Do you consider this 

a reason not to share anything about politics? 

REFLECTION:
Ask participants whether they have learned anything new about themselves and 
whether they will change the way they act online in any way after this activity. Open 
up space for questions.
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